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Christmas bow 

 
I spent a year in the USA when I was 16-17 years old, and I still have the Christmas 

ornaments I bought then. My hostfamily I was living with had little bows in their Christmas-

tree, and I thought that was very cute. I’ve been thinking about knitting my own for a while 

now, and here’s my version. They can decorate so much more than just the tree. I wanted 

them to be really easy to make, and they are, you just need to know how to knit and purl 

and you’re good to go. I slipped the first stitch knitwise on knitrows and purlwise on 

purlrows, but you can skip that and just knit or purl the first stitch regularly.  

Material 

Yarn: Scheepjes Catona. I’ve used red nr 390 for the big one, and red 192 and green 412 for 

the smaller ones.  

Knitting needles nr: 3 mm . 

Gauge: Not important, the bow may turn out a bit bigger or smaller. 

Size: The larger one is approx. 11 cm across and the smaller one approx. 7,5 cm.  

Other stuff: Yarnneedle, some kind of wire for attaching the bow. 

Big/small. Cast on 16/12 stitches with 3 mm needles and knit stockinette stitch until work 

measures 22/16 cm. I slip the first stitch on every row, knitwise on knitrows and purlwise on 

purlrows, but it’s ok to knit or purl the stitch regularily, too. Cast off and sew the ends 

together (the edge will be placed in the middle back, being hidden by the “knot”). Before I 
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sewed in both ends I sewed a stitch on each side of the front middle, creating a pretty crease 

on the right spot. 

Knot: Cast on 8/6 stitches and knit stockinette stitch approx. 5/4 cm. Try it on the bow a few 

times, making sure it reaches all around. Cast off when it seems to be appropriate size, and 

sew it on to the bow, rather tightly. It’s easy to make the knot too long, but it’s ok, you can 

adjust it as you sew.  

Block the bows if you like and Attach a wire to the back of the bow (or a piece of yarn will do 

too). 
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